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Abstract

Here we investigated how well internal estimates of direction of gravity are preserved over time

and if the subjective visual vertical (SVV) and horizontal (SVH) can be used inter-changeably.

Fourteen human subjects repetitively aligned a luminous line to SVV, SVH or subjective visual

oblique (± 45°) over 5min in otherwise complete darkness and also in dim light. Both accuracy

(i.e., the degree of veracity as reflected by the median adjustment error) and precision (i.e., the

degree of reproducability as reflected by the trial-to-trial variability) of adjustments along the

principle axes were significantly higher than along the oblique axes. Orthogonality was only

preserved in a minority of subjects. Adjustments were significantly different between SVV vs.

SVH (7/14 subjects) and between +45° vs. −45° (12/14) in darkness and in 6/14 and 14/14

subjects, respectively, in dim light. In darkness, significant drifts over 5min were observed in a

majority of trials (33/56). Both accuracy and precision were higher if more time was taken to

make the adjustment. These results introduce important caveats when interpreting studies related

to graviception. The test re-test reliability of SVV and SVH can be influenced by drift of the

internal estimate of gravity. Based on spectral density analysis we found a noise pattern consistent

with 1/fβ noise, indicating that at least part of the trial-to-trial dynamics observed in our

experiments is due to the dependence of the serial adjustments over time. Furthermore, using

results from the SVV and SVH inter-changeably may be misleading as many subjects do not show

orthogonality. The poor fidelity of perceived ± 45° indicates that the brain has limited ability to

estimate oblique angles.
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1. Introduction

An accurate internal estimate of the direction of gravity is essential to staying upright,

navigating in and interacting with the environment(see [8] for review). Besides vision and

proprioception (skin pressure sensors, joint sensors, visceral body sensors, muscle spindles),

the labyrinthine otolith organs provide key information about the direction of the pull of

gravity [33,42]. Signals from the labyrinth are forwarded along the ascending central

graviceptive pathways [44] to the multisensory “vestibular” cortex and integrated with input

from the other sensory systems [6,15], weighted based upon the relative reliability of these

cues [2].

Internal estimates of gravity can be assayed using ocular motor, postural and perceptual

paradigms. Reflexive compensatory torsional eye movements – called ocular counterroll

(OCR [9,11]) – in response to sustained lateral head roll are mediated by various brainstem

structures and heavily depend upon otolith input under static conditions [17]. On the other

hand, paradigms that assess internal estimates of the direction of gravity based on perception

reflect central processing in a more widespread network including areas in the brainstem

such as the vestibular nuclei, the deep cerebellar nuclei [4,7,34], the thalamus [14] and the

multisensory “vestibular” cortex [27].

Whereas the assessment of torsional eye position is limited in its clinical applicability due to

its technical demands [37], the perception of vertical or horizontal can easily be determined

by asking subjects to align a luminous line to their subjective visual vertical (SVV) or

horizontal (SVH) in darkness [26]. Deviations in SVH or SVV are sensitive markers of

lesions along the central vestibular pathways [13]. Due to its relatively simple

implementation and portability [57] measurements of SVV and SVH are used broadly in

clinical settings.

Here we investigated internal perceptual estimates of gravity using visual cues and focused

on the temporal consistency and inter-changeability of SVV and SVH in the upright

position. A drift of perceived direction of gravity has been found when subjects were roll-

tilted both for ocular motor [38] and perceptual [29,42,53] paradigms, whereas no consistent

drift has been reported when upright. Most studies implementing the SVV or SVH for

clinical or basic research, however, were not designed to detect small drifts in the upright

position. For example, mean ±1 standard deviation (SD) are often obtained from few trials

without a time constraint for making each adjustment, and results obtained using either SVV

or SVH are directly compared. This approach may be problematic as subjects may be more

accurate and precise when spending more time on single trials. Whether or not the SVV and

SVH can be used inter-changeably is controversial. In roll-tilted positions average non-

orthogonalities of up to 7° [5] and ~12° [49] were reported, while no consistent differences

were found with subjects in the upright position [5,19,40]. Unfortunately, drift over time has

not been reported using the SVH. Therefore it is unclear whether or not modulations in

sensed vertical and horizontal run in parallel over time, which would be an explanation for

non-orthognailityas suggested by Betts and colleagues [5]. If so, the inter-changeable use of

SVV and SVH in the upright position would not be justified.
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Furthermore, the performance of line adjustments may depend on the desired orientation.

The natural environment is enriched with vertical and horizontal visual cues [10,45], upon

which the human brain may mainly rely because they are common and directly indicate

vertical or horizontal. Based on this observation one would predict superior performance in

estimating earth-vertical and earth-horizontal than other, oblique axes in the presence of

usual visual orientation cues. How this transforms to estimates of spatial orientation in the

absence of visual cues has not been reported.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Subjects

Fourteen healthy human subjects,aged 22 to 38 years (7 women, 7 men; median age: 27.5

years) were studied. All but two were unaware of the underlying motivation and hypotheses

of this study. Five subjects completed the experiments without corrected vision (i.e.,

impaired vision has been previously confirmed but they did not wear their glasses or contact

lenses during the experiments), the remaining nine had normal visual acuity (six of those

nine subjects did not require visual correction; three wore their glasses/contact lenses).

Informed written consent of all participants was obtained after explanation of the

experimental procedure. The protocol was approved by the Johns Hopkins Institutional

Review Board, and was in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki for research

involving human subjects.

2.2. Experimental setup

All data was collected with subjects sitting upright with their head fixed by an individually

molded bite-bar in the straight-ahead position. The head was horizontal by definition when a

horizontal laser line was parallel to both lower lids. A luminous laser line (length: 80 cm),

covering the central 16° of the binocular visual field, back-projected on a semi-transparent

screen placed 140 cm away from the subject's eyes was used for all paradigms. The spatial

resolution of the roll orientation of this laser line was approximately 0.02°. In the center of

rotation of the laser line a red laser dot was back-projected and subjects were asked to look

at this laser dot when performing the adjustments. The line orientation was controlled by

rotating a track ball with the right hand. Adjustments were confirmed by pushing a button

with the left hand. To control for the direction of rotation, which by itself may affect the

accuracy of SVH and SVV adjustments [32], trials were intermixed that required either

clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise (CCW) rotations. CW/CCW rotations were defined as

seen by the subject and referred to the top pole of the laser line.

2.3. Experimental setting

All 14 subjects participated in four different paradigms that were recorded in random order

in a first session in darkness and in a second session in dim light (15 lux at the center of the

screen facing the subject, provided by two light sources mounted onto the ceiling). In the

dim light condition the subjects could depict the horizontal and vertical outline of the frame

holding the tangent screen in front and details of the furniture of the recording room. In all

paradigms subjects were asked to orient the laser line parallel to perceived direction of the

horizon (SVH), parallel to perceived direction of gravity (i.e., the direction along which
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objects fall towards the ground; SVV) or 45° oblique (i.e., the average between perceived

horizontal and perceived vertical) depending on the paradigm, by rotating it along the

shortest path within five seconds, otherwise the line disappeared and a brief auditory beep

indicated failure. Before any paradigm, subjects practiced so that they could complete trials

within the time limit. We chose a short time limit to reduce the duration of each trial in favor

of collecting more trials in a given interval and to minimize effects of varying adjustment

time on accuracy (i.e. how close the subject's estimate was to true vertical) and precision

(i.e. how consistent were the responses from trial to trial) of adjustments. Nonetheless the

amount of time (within the time allowed) each subject spent to make a judgment differed

among subjects; these ranges will be used for analyzing effects of time on trial performance.

2.4. Data analysis

The orientation of the laser line was collected at a frequency of 1000 Hz and stored on a

hard-drive for offline processing using interactive programs written in Matlab 7.0 (The

MathWorks, USA). Outliers were defined as data points differing by more than three SD

from the mean. Less than 0.1% of all trials were discarded. Since the data did not meet

criteria of a Gaussian distribution (using Lilliefors test), we applied non-parametric statistics

for further analysis including Kruskal Wallis tests for non-parametric analysis of variance

(ANOVA) with multiple comparisons (using Tukey-Kramer to compensate for multiple

tests). The drift amplitude – referring to the average difference of adjustments within the

first and the last (fifth) minute of each run – was determined in all runs. Drifts over time

were also analyzed using least-square linear regression analysis that takes outliers into

consideration (robust-fit, Matlab 7.0, The MathWorks). Whenever both variables considered

for correlation analysis are dependent variables, i.e., measured with error, principal

component analysis (PCA) providing major axis regression was chosen instead. This

procedure is equivalent to Orthogonal Linear Regression or Total Least Squares, which

minimizes the perpendicular distances from the data points to the fitted model [50]. As a

measure of the goodness of fit we provide the R2 value. To estimate the sampling

distribution of the slope of the fit obtained by PCA, we used bootstrapping to construct

1,000 resamples and calculated the 95% confidence interval (CI). The correlation between

the dependent variables was considered significant whenever the CI did not include zero.

Trial-to-trial dynamics for each recording period of 5 min were evaluated using spectral

density analysis. Generally, consecutive behaviors that show robust serial correlations

(reflecting fractal features such as ‘self-similarity’ and ‘scale-invariance’) are considered to

be part of a special class known as 1/fβ noise and occur throughout a wide range of different

biological systems, (see [48] for an extensive review of serial correlations). Decay of serial

correlations related to 1/fβ noise has been found to be so slow that the generating system is

called persistent or long-range dependent [48]. The spectral density analysis was applied to

individual data sets for all conditions and subjects and linear regression analysis

(robustfit.m) was performed to estimate the slope β of the fit. For a 1/fβ process the log-log

power spectrum is linear with a slope of –β typically being in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 [48].

Consecutive behaviors that are independent yield a slope of 0, while random serial behaviors

result in a slope of –2.
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3. Results

The overall median individual number of trials and its inter-quartile range (IQR) in darkness

(99/33; median/IQR) and in dim light (93/30) was not significantly different (p > 0.05) and

there was no main effect of the paradigm type (SVV, SVH, +45°, −45°) in either darkness or

dim light. Furthermore, there was no main effect of direction of line rotation on adjustment

errors (ANOVA, p > 0.05) and on the individual IQRs. Therefore trials with either CW or

CCW line rotations were pooled.

3.1. Accuracy of adjustments based on absolute adjustment errors

Individual median adjustment errors (see Fig. 1A) in darkness ranged between −4.3 and

+3.7° (SVV) and between −4.4 and +6.1° (SVH), whereas for adjustments along +45°

(range: −9.4° to +13.5°) and −45° (range: −9.1° to +6.3°) considerably more inter-individual

variability was observed. In dim light the range of individual median adjustment errors

along both SVV (ranging from −0.8 to +0.8°) and SVH (−0.3° to +0.5°) was considerably

smaller (see Fig. 1B) compared to those ranges obtained in darkness; this was also true

along +45° (range: from −5.7° to +8.9°) and along −45° (range: from −10.0° to +4.1°),

although inter-individual variability was still high.

As a measure of accuracy individual median absolute adjustment errors were calculated.

Statistical analysis showed that both in darkness and dim light the accuracy for SVV vs.

SVH was not significantly different (ANOVA, p > 0.05), whereas accuracy for +45° was

significantly (ANOVA, p < 0.05) less than for −45° (Fig. 2). Compared to the oblique axes,

accuracy along the principle axes was significantly greater (p < 0.05) in either condition.

With visual orientation cues accuracy increased significantly (p < 0.05) for all four

paradigms.

3.2. Precision of adjustments based on the inter-quartile range(IQR)

In both darkness and dim light precision was about five times greater (being statistically

significant, p < 0.05) along the principle axes than along the oblique axes (see Fig. 3)

whereas no significant differences were found between the principle (SVV vs. SVH) or the

oblique (+45° vs. −45°) conditions. Providing visual orientation cues reduced IQRs by 17 to

39% but they were significant only for the −45° task.

3.3. Temporal constancy of adjustments over periods of five minutes

We noted significant (p < 0.05) drift of individual adjustments over time in 33 of 56 runs (14

subjects,four paradigms per subject) in darkness. The drift pattern in all four paradigms in

darkness is shown for two typical subjects in Fig. 4. Subject BJ showed significant drift in

three of four paradigms but subject DF showed no significant drift.

For each of the four desired line orientations, at least seven subjects had significant drifts;

however, a majority of these 33 runs had low (R2 < 0.3; n = 17) or moderate (R2 > 0.3 and <

0.7, n = 9) R2 values (Fig. 5A). When providing visual orientation cues, there was still

significant drift in 24 of 56 runs (Fig. 5B). Compared to the drift amplitudes observed in

darkness, the amplitudes in dim light were significantly smaller (p < 0.05) along the
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principle axes. Furthermore, we found no significant differences (p > 0.05) between drift

amplitudes (Fig. 6) in the SVV vs. SVH condition and in the +45° vs. −45° condition,

therefore we pooled individual drift amplitudes obtained from the principle axes and from

the oblique axes for further analysis. The drift amplitudes in darkness were significantly

larger for adjustments along the oblique axes (3.6°, 3.4°; overall median drift, IQR of

individual drift amplitudes) than along the principle axes (0.9°, 1.0°). This was true for both

the overall median drift and the IQR of individual drift amplitudes in dim light (1.6° and

2.4° vs. 0.2° and 0.3°; oblique vs. principle axes).

Significant drift in darkness was CCW in the majority of subjects along SVV (n = 6/9) and

SVH (n = 7/7), CW in the +45° condition (n = 8/8) and equally frequently CW (n = 4/8) and

CCW (n = 4/8) in the −45° condition. In dim light, there was a preference for CCW drift for

the SVV (n = 3/5) and the SVH (n = 4/6), whereas for the oblique conditions CW and CCW

drifts were about equally frequent in +45° (n = 3/7 for CW drifts) and −45° (n = 3/6)

condition. Within subjects, the drift direction was not consistent among the different

paradigms (e.g. SVV vs. SVH) and conditions (darkness vs. dim light).

Alertness and attention may decrease over a 5 min test period. To address this potential bias

we compared the within-trial variability (assessed as IQR) as a measure of the subject's

performance and assumed that a decrease in attention/alertness would result in a decrease in

precision (increase in the IQR). When comparing the IQR of the 1st and the 5th (and last)

minute of every 5 min block and subject (both in darkness and dim light), there were no

significant changes, suggesting that fluctuation in attention/alertness is not a major confound

in this paradigm. Potentially, a decrease in alertness/attention may have been compensated

by an increase in the trial time (as we have shown that trial time and precision are

correlated) leaving the IQR unchanged. However, comparing the median individual trial

time (1st minute vs. 5th minute) did not yield any significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis

ANOVA, p > 0.05) for either the dark or the dim light condition.

3.4. Is orthogonality preserved?

When subtracting individual median SVV values from individual median SVH values

differences ranging from −2.8° to +2.6° in darkness were noted in single subjects (see Fig.

7). In dim light, the range of differences was much smaller (−0.6° to +0.7°).

As a whole group (n = 14) individual trial adjustment errors along SVV and SVH were not

significantly different (p > 0.05) in darkness and dim light. However, both in darkness and

in dim light many subjects (darkness: n = 7/14; dim light: n = 6/14) showed significantly (p

< 0.05) different individual adjustment errors along SVV vs. SVH based on Kruskal Wallis

analysis. Along the oblique axes most subjects did not show orthogonality in darkness (n =

12/14) or in dim light (n = 14/14). As a whole group, adjustment errors along +45° were

significantly different (p < 0.05) from those along −45° in both conditions.

3.5. Does spending more time for single adjustments improve accuracy and precision?

The median time to complete trials in darkness was 2.7sec (IQR: 1.0sec) and 2.6sec (IQR:

1.2sec) in dim light, and statistical analysis yielded no significant differences in individual
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median adjustment duration for the different paradigms and conditions (p > 0.05). There was

no main effect (p > 0.05) of the direction of line rotation and of the paradigm on the

individual median duration to complete adjustments in either darkness or dim light. To study

the effect of adjustment time on the subject's performance PCA was used. Both median

adjustment errors and the individual IQR values were inversely correlated with the median

time subjects spent for individual adjustments in darkness (see Fig. 8). No significant

correlation between adjustment time and the amount of drift over time (R2 = 0.26, slope =

−0.23, 95% CI of the slope = −0.38 to 0.34) was noted. For trials in dim light, a similar

pattern emerged with inverse correlations between median individual adjustment time and

median adjustment errors and the individual IQR values. As in darkness, the time spent on

individual trials did not correlate with the amount of drift in individual subjects (R2 = 0.23, p

= −0.28, 95% CI of the slope = −0.54 to 0.52).

3.6. Spectral density analysis of consecutive behaviors

The log-log power spectrum for both conditions was calculated on an individual subject and

individual paradigm basis. As illustrated in the individual data presented in Fig. 9A, the log-

log power-spectrum shows linear decay (in this example with a slope −β of 1.16).

In condition 1 (darkness) individual slopes of −β ranged between 0.05 and 1.64 (median/

IQR: 0.72/0.44) for the four different paradigms pooled (see Fig. 9B), being compatible with

a 1/fβ process. In condition 2 (dim light), slopes were overall smaller, ranging between −0.31

and 0.96 (median/IQR: 0.45/0.46), indicating that serial correlations were less robust (for an

1/fβ process slope −β typically ranges between 0.5 and 1.5). As certain experimental

manipulations may systematically change the intensity of 1/fβ noise [48], slopes from both

experimental conditions were compared. Non-parametric statistical analysis (Kruskal-Wallis

ANOVA) yielded a significant main effect of the condition with −β being significantly

closer to zero (p < 0.05) in dim light than in darkness. Multiple comparisons for a given

paradigm (i.e. SVH), however, resulted in significant differences (p < 0.05) for SVV and

+45° line orientation only, whereas for the remaining two conditions (SVH and −45°) no

significant changes in the slope were noted when providing visual cues (condition 2).

4. Discussion

4.1. Temporal constancy of internal estimates of direction of gravity

We used psychophysical paradigms to gain insights into the internal estimates of direction of

gravity over time and to evaluate whether they can be used interchangeably or not. A

significant drift was found along both principle (i.e., SVV and SVH) and oblique (i.e., +45°

and −45°) axes in most subjects, suggesting that internal estimates of the direction of

gravity, based on a visual cue, are not stable over time when upright. Perceptual drifts were

attenuated and occurred in a smaller fraction when a structured visual feedback was

provided, though they did not disappear completely. These findings contrast with previous

studies investigating temporal constancy of the perceived vertical. Drifts up to 90° in

perceived vertical have been reported for roll-tilted positions over periods of eight minutes

[29, 42], however the same groups failed to show such drifts in upright position. How can

these discrepancies be explained? Since drifts in the upright position are considerably
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smaller than those in roll-tilted positions, the experimental setup used by previous groups

might not have been sensitive enough to detect changes in perceived vertical in the range of

less than one degree. Also considerably fewer trials (32 compared to ~100 here) were

obtained by these groups. Due to the trial-to-trial variability observed here least-square

linear regression analysis evaluating for significant drift yielded moderate or low R2 values

(< 0.7) underlining the necessity to collect large numbers of trials to obtain a reasonable fit

and so discern the drift effect.

In single subjects, drift did not follow a specific pattern (e.g., drifting into the same direction

in all four paradigms) and was often distinct in the dim light and the dark condition. This

suggests that these drifts are not stable over time and that they do not represent inter-

individual differences in processing graviceptive input, but rather the result of continuous

modulation of the internal estimate of direction of gravity at a very low frequency, raising

the question about underlying mechanisms. Potentially, drift could emerge from the sensors

themselves (e.g., vision, otolith organs, proprioceptors), occur while centrally processing

and integrating sensory information or when performing the motor task of adjusting the line.

Van Rijn noted fluctuations of conjugate torsional eye position up to one degree over

periods of 32 seconds [51]. Based on previous work we assume that fluctuations noted in

ocular motor and in psychophysical paradigms have a common origin. Both the trial-to-trial

variability [47] and errors of SVV [54] (or SVH [39]) were found to correlate well with

torsional eye position. Hence fluctuations in torsional eye position may produce drift in

perceived direction of gravity over time in both upright and roll-tilted positions. By

providing visual orientation cues the number of runs with significant drifts was reduced,

suggesting that retinal input inhibits these drifts. However, at the same time we did not find

a significant decrease in the amplitude of drifts comparing the individual drift amplitudes in

darkness and dim light. This agrees with previous observations by Van Rijn et al. that the

stability of cycloversion does not improve when providing a square background pattern [51].

Furthermore, this may explain the persistence of drifts (although with smaller amplitude) in

the dim light condition in several subjects noted here and suggests that the drifts in the

estimates of the direction of gravity do not emerge solely from lack of visual orientation

cues.

Drift amplitude, however, depended on the desired line orientation, yielding significantly

larger drifts when performing the oblique paradigms. For both paradigms (principle axes vs.

oblique axes) one would expect the spontaneous modulation of torsional eye position to be

the same since the orientation of the otolith organs that drive OCR is the same with the head

being in a stable upright position. Therefore, fluctuations in torsional eye position alone

cannot explain the drifts.

Previous studies have proposed that the brain adapts to proprioceptive cues over time in roll-

tilted positions resulting in a drift of internal estimates of gravity [29, 43,53]. For drifts in

the upright position, adaptation of proprioceptive input cannot provide an explanation as this

proprioceptive input is symmetric and would not result in a directional bias. Adaptation of

the otolith afferents as has been proposed to explain torsional drifts when roll-tilted [38] also

seems unlikely as subjects held their head upright beforehand and otolith afferents would be
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expected to be adapted to the upright position already. As discussed above, modulations in

torsional eye position while upright [51] may contribute to the drifts observed here,

however, there must be other factors to explain the pattern observed. This prompts the

hypothesis that more central compensatory mechanisms, possibly emerging from the

multisensory vestibular cortex, may play a role in modulating estimated direction of gravity

over time.

Consecutive trials in our paradigms are not independent as shown by spectral density

analysis. We hypothesize that resultant drift in a majority of trials is related to trial-to-trial

dynamics and may underline an important central contribution to the subjects’ performance.

This is especially true if no external reference is provided (see [48] for an extensive review

of serial correlations). Such serial correlations are considered to be part of a special class

known as 1/fβ noise and occur throughout a wide range of different systems as for example

in cognitive psychology, biology, economics and stock markets [48]. Based on spectral

density analysis we found a noise pattern consistent with 1/fβ noise, indicating that indeed at

least part of the trial-to-trial dynamics observed in our experimentsis due to the dependence

of the serial adjustments over time. When compared to the dark condition, the average

values of the fitted slope (−β) significantly dropped in the light condition, suggesting that a

structured visual background reduces the correlation of serial adjustments.

Trial-to-trial dynamics are affected by the subject's strategy to complete the desired task of

repetitively estimating a certain direction. A robust serial correlation and trial-to-trial

dependency could occur when a given line orientation is produced repetitively from memory

-in which a reasonable strategy is to reproduce the line orientation from the previous trial.

Distinct approaches however seem possible for a task requiring an internal estimate that is

continuously updated (i.e., the internal estimate of direction of gravity). Theoretically the

subject could use an updated estimated for each trial, reducing but not eliminating the

dependency of individual trials, resulting in a still significant correlation of repetitive

adjustments. As noted earlier this behavior is consistent with a 1/fβ process.

4.2. Accuracy and precision of internal estimates of gravity

All but two subjects had median SVV and SVH errors of less than two degrees, which is

consistent with previous studies characterizing the accuracy of SVV and SVH [18].

Providing a structured visual background significantly enhanced the accuracy of internal

estimates of direction of gravity. For the principle axes, errors were smaller than one degree

in all subjects in dim light, which is consistent with previous SVV and SVH data in light

[19]. Two subjects, however, showed larger median adjustments errors (~5°) along both

SVV and SVH in darkness. In most studies mean or median adjustments in the range of ± 2°

to ± 3° are considered normal in darkness [4,13,18,21] and ± 1° in light [19], whereas larger

deviations are attributed to lesions along the central vestibular pathways. Based on these

criteria, two of our subjects would have a pathological SVV and SVH in darkness. However,

there was no evidence for any neurological or vestibular disorder in these two subjects.

The natural environment is enriched with vertical and horizontal visual cues [10,45]. To

navigate in space and to estimate direction of gravity, humans heavily rely on visual

orientation cues and moving visual fields [12]. We noted superior performance along SVV
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and SVH than along oblique axes with visual orientation cues, supporting the hypothesis

that the human brain preferentially relies on such visual cues presumably because of their

frequent appearance and their direct indication of vertical or horizontal. Such meridional

anisotropy (termed ‘oblique effect’) yielding poorer psychophysical performance when the

stimulus is obliquely oriented – instead of horizontal or vertical – has been extensively

studied [1,3,36,55]: and described for a wide range of experimental paradigms related to

visual processing [36], transparent motion detection [20] and smooth pursuit [28].

The oblique effect has been attributed to the properties of orientation-selective neurons at

early stages of visual processing, where retinotopic mapping is preserved [1,24,31,35,41,52].

Others, however, reported evidence that the modulations induced by orientation-selective

neurons may be insufficient to generate the oblique effect and proposed that the meridional

anisotropy could emerge in more advanced stages of visual processing [23,25,30]. Recent

work suggests that the middle temporal visual area MT contributes to the oblique effect as

cardinal orientations have been found to be overrepresentedcompared to oblique orientations

in this area [56]. Perceptual adaptation to visual tilts using prisms [58] and in roll-tilted

positions [59] results in a loss of the normal difference in detection threshold for vertical and

oblique stimuli, underlining its dependency on the experimental parameters.

In darkness – lacking any visual orientation cues – we found a similar pattern, again with

significantly higher accuracy of internal estimates of direction of gravity as assessed by the

SVV and SVH compared to the oblique axes. These observations suggest that the brain may

be optimized for estimating vertical and horizontal also in the absence of a structured visual

background. It is in accordance with previous studies reporting that meridional anisotropy is

not restricted to vision-related paradigms, but also emerges in non-visual domains as for

example tactile sensitivity [16]. Based on our findings and on previous work by others a

more general underlying mechanism for the oblique effect not restricted to visual processing

is postulated. Alternatively, distinct independent mechanisms leading to an oblique effect in

visual and other, non-visual systems could explain the occurrence of meridional anisotropy

in a wide range of systems. Its neurobiological substrate, however, remains to be identified.

Our subjects were more precise in estimating earth-vertical and earth-horizontal than earth-

oblique axes by a factor of about five. However, unlike for accuracy, the precision of

estimates did not increase significantly when providing visual orientation cues. Potentially,

this could be explained by the discrimination threshold for roll stimuli projected onto the

retina, the subjects’ motor performance, the spatial resolution of the device used to control

the line's roll orientation or a visual surrounding that provides relatively few vertical and

horizontal stimuli. The foveal orientation discrimination thresholds for the principle axes

(~0.6° [22]), however, are considerably smaller than the inter-quartile range of SVV (~1°)

and SVH (~0.9°) adjustments noted here, making this an unlikely explanation. Although the

visual environment used here provided relatively few orientation cues, it was sufficient to

enhance accuracy of adjustments significantly. Therefore it seems unlikely that precision

could not be improved if not for other reasons. To test for a potential limitation due to the

subject's motor performance or technical limitations of the device, we obtained control trials

where the subject had to adjust the luminous line along a plum line in dim light in two
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subjects. This task could be achieved with an at least twofold higher precision than the SVV

task, making technical or manual limitations an unlikely explanation.

Various sources of noise may contribute to the trial-to-trial variability observed in our study.

The findings of the spectral density analysis suggest that the 5 min series of adjustments in

our paradigms show robust serial correlations related to 1/fβ noise. Thereby 1/fβ noise may

account for a significant proportion of the observed variance, as further elaborated in section

4.1. The origin of 1/fβ noise, however, is not well understood and cannot be linked to

specific systems of either the peripheral or central nervous system. Trial-to-trial variability

(i.e., precision) eventually depends on the noise characteristics of the involved sensory,

integrating and motor systems to complete the task. In case of the tasks studied here – all

being related to spatial orientation – it reflects the properties of the sensory organs involved

in determining the direction of gravity, the CNS networks in processing and integrating this

sensory input and the motor system for generating the output (motor commands to perform

the line adjustments). For our paradigm in complete darkness sensory input is mostly from

the otolith afferents and skin/joint/muscle proprioceptors. Based on a previous study from

Tarnutzer and colleagues trial-to-trial variability in SVV adjustments is most strongly

affected by the properties of the otolith organs and to a lesser degree to central processing

[46]. Motor commands are unlikely to play a major role. At any of the mentioned steps,

serial estimates could be correlated robustly, resulting in 1/fβ noise. From a practical

viewpoint, fluctuations of the internal estimate of direction of gravity have an impact on

many activities including balance, gait and spatial orientation. In addition, task-related

fatigue and lack of interest in the behavioral task may contribute to increasing trial-to-trial

variability.

4.3. Orthogonality of perceived vertical and horizontal

Using the SVV and SVH interchangeably may not be advisable even in the upright position

since SVV and SVH adjustments in half of our subjects were significantly different from

orthogonal, diverging up to ~3° in individual subjects. This finding contrasts with previous

studies that compared SVV and SVH in the same population and setup; they reported

preserved orthogonality in the upright position [5,19]. In these studies, however, ten or even

fewer trials were obtained per condition, relatively few subjects were studied and there was

no time limit per trial. Considering these differences, it is not surprising that previous

analyses did not reveal significant differences. Furthermore, in these studies orthogonality

was assessed only for the entire study group and not for individual subjects. Van Beuzekom

and Van Gisbergen reported consistent nonorthogonalities for the entire study population

only at small roll-tilt angles [49]. However, on a single subject level the data presented (thin

lines in Fig. 2 in their publication, n = 6) actually shows differences in adjustment errors for

the SVV and SVH (based on ten trials per subject) up to ~4–5° in either direction.

What is the underlying cause of this non-orthogonality? Potentially the drifts observed in a

majority of subjects could lead to the non-orthogonalities. Distinct drift patterns (i.e.,

significant drift along only one of the two principle axes or significant drift along both

principle axes into opposite directions) were present in four of seven subjects in whom

orthogonality was not preserved and in three of seven subjects in whom orthogonality was
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preserved. Based on these observations, differences in drift along the principle axes are

unlikely to cause non-orthogonality in our study.

4.4. Limitations

Five of the 14 subjects completed the two sessions without wearing their glasses, by which

theoretically we might have underestimated their ability to complete the adjustments

precisely. However, a comparison of the IQR between subjects who performed the

experiment without their visual correction (n = 5); subjects with normal vision and subjects

who completed the experiment with adequately corrected vision did not show better

precision than the group with without their usual visual correction. This suggests that not

wearing corrective spectacles in those five subjects did not limit their performance in this

experiment. Considering the small number of subjects in each sub-group, however, we

emphasize the caveat that these multiple comparisons are limited in their statistical power.

Five subjects reported afterimages of the visual line but also said they did not pay attention

to them when making line adjustments. Potentially, subjects may have used afterimages to

adjust the line orientation based on the orientation of the line in the previous trial. If gaze is

kept straigth-ahead on the projected line during adjustments, the retinal afterimage will

provide a retinal-fixed reference. Such a reference could be used to reproduce a given line

orientation more precisely from trial to trial, resulting in a decrease of drift of perceived

vertical or horizontal over the five minute period. However, from those five subjects, four

showed drift in at least one paradigm, supporting their statement that they did not use their

afterimages for subsequent trials.

5. Conclusions

With the experimental setting used here we obtained a sufficiently large number of trials

both along SVV and SVH to evaluate temporal constancy of internal estimates of gravity.

This protocol allowed us to make important new observations that have implications for

studies that ask how the brain derives a sense of the direction of the pull of gravity. Despite

limiting single trials to five seconds we observed accurate and precise adjustments along the

principle axes though both precision and accuracy were better in subjects who spent more

time to make their adjustment, underlining the importance of controlling the individual trial

duration tightly. Individual subjects may show significant drifts of SVV and SVH over time

periods as short as five minutes. Neither adaptation of proprioceptive and otolith afferent

input nor fluctuations of torsional eye position can explain completely the modulations in

internal estimates of direction of gravity noted here. We therefore hypothesize that these

drifts are also related to more central mechanisms possibly located within the multisensory

vestibular cortex and related to either adaptation or sensory noise. A robust serial correlation

between repetitive adjustments consistent with 1/fβ noise –behavior may explain at least part

of the trial-to-trial dynamics observed here. Using SVV and SVH adjustments obtained in

the upright position inter-changeably is not advisable; half of our subjects showed

significant non-orthogonalities. The origin of these non-orthogonalities is still unclear;

however, it is likely not related to the individual drifts over time.
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Fig. 1.
Individual median adjustment errors relative to the desired roll orientation for all four

paradigms are shown both for darkness (Fig. 1A) and dim light (Fig. 1B) in all 14 subjects.

Note that subjects 1 to 5 performed both sessions without glasses whereas subjects 6 to 14

wore glasses/contact lenses or had normal uncorrected vision.
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Fig. 2.
The absolute values of the individual median adjustment errors (accuracy) using box and

whisker plots. The box has lines at the lower quartile, the median and the upper quartile

values. Whiskers extend from each end of the box to the adjacent values in the data; by

default, the most extreme values within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range from the ends of

the box. Outliers (black + sign) are data with values beyond the ends of the whiskers.

Statistical analysis provides pairwise comparison between various conditions, indicated by

the horizontal brackets. Significant differences (p < 0.05) are indicated by ‘*’, ‘ns’ refers to

non-significant differences.
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Fig. 3.
Precision of individual adjustments based on the individual inter-quartile range (IQR) for

each paradigm and condition using box and whisker plots (for an explanation see legend of

Fig. 2) and providing pair wise statistical analysis (see legend of Fig. 2 for details).
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Fig. 4.
Individual adjustments (grey circles) in two typical subjects (DF and BJ) plotted against

time for all four paradigms in darkness. Least square linear regression was used to fit a line

to the individual trials. Whereas subject DF (top row) showed no drift of adjustments over

time, subject BJ (bottom row) yielded significant drift in three of four paradigms.
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Fig. 5.
Summary of linear regression analysis in darkness (Fig. 5A) and in dim light (Fig. 5B) in all

runs and desired line orientations. Runs were categorized based on the goodness of fit

(represented by the R2-value) and whether the slope of the fit was significantly different

from zero (based on the p-value).
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Fig. 6.
Slopes representing the fit to one run of repetitive adjustments in individual subjects are

shown both for darkness (panels A, B, E and F) and dim light (panels C, D, G, and H). Note

that the initial offset relative to the desired roll orientation was subtracted so that all slopes

start at zero offset to allow better comparison between individual subjects and facilitate

illustration of the individual drifts. Traces in black refer to runs with significant (p < 0.05)

drift, traces in grey refer to runs with non-significant (p > 0.05) drift. All runs with

significant drift were further subdivided into three categories, depending on the goodness of

fit. Black thick solid traces: R2 > 0.7; black dashed traces: 0.7 > R2 > 0.3; black thin solid

traces: R2 < 0.3.
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Fig. 7.
Bar plot illustrating differences in median adjustment errors along the principle (SVH minus

SVV) and along the oblique (+45° minus −45° condition) axes in individual subjects both

for the no light and the dim light condition.
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Fig. 8.
Principle components analysis of individual median trials (illustrated by the triangles)

showing an inverse relationship between adjustment time and absolute adjustment errors

[panel A (darkness) and panel B (dim light)] and between the median individual adjustment

time and the inter-quartile range [panel C (darkness) and panel D (dim light)].
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Fig. 9.
Log-log power spectrum analysis of individual repetitive adjustments over periods of 5 min

in either darkness or dim light. Panel A shows exemplary data from a single subject

(obtained in darkness, desired −45° line orientation) including the linear fit to the spectral

density analysis with slope −β and the R2-value. Panel B provides a summary of all slope-

values obtained from the spectral density analysis in individual subjects both for darkness

(circles) and for dim light (squares). While open circles and open squares refer to individual

values of slope −β, filled circles/squares with a short horizontal bar indicate median values

(data pooled for all four different desired line orientations).
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